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In rural areas where guerrillas and drug trafﬁckers have long been in
control, researchers are now on the scene—but so are cattle ranchers,
miners, and palm oil planters
BOGOTÁ—Douglas Daly, a U.S. expert on
Amazonian plants, vividly recalls the collecting trip that he took to Colombia in
1987. Jostling along a rutted track in their
Jeep, he and three colleagues ran into a
group of nervous men with AK-47s. The
guerrillas demanded to know who the
intruders were and why they had so much
gear. Daly sweated through the grilling, pretending to be Brazilian. He got by but says,
“It was a wake-up call. We got out of there
and didn’t go back.” Not for 20 years.
Now Daly, the curator of Amazonian
botany at the New York Botanical Garden in
the Bronx, is going back—again and again.
In April, he made his third scientiﬁc expedition to Colombia since 2010, collecting
500 plants in 2 weeks, “four or ﬁve of which
are new to science,” Daly says. “That is
probably the best haul I’ve had in that short
a time.”
Colombia is a country of huge biodiversity. It ranks ﬁrst in the world in number of flowering plants, second in birds,
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and sixth in mammals, according to the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations. The twin Andes mountain
ranges running north to south carve spectacular transitions between the jungle and
the two ocean coasts where species ﬂourish and evolve. Yet the fauna and ﬂora are
not as well described as those in neighboring countries. A decades-long civil conﬂict,
pitting guerrillas in remote bases against
the government, turned much of the countryside into a no-go zone for science.
But over the last decade Colombia’s
government has pursued a successful
security campaign to take back roads
and territory; it is now engaged in peace
negotiations with the guerrillas. Conflict
has been winding down, drawing biologists
back to the field. They’ve made a surge
of discoveries, describing new species of
frogs, birds, even monkeys. “It’s true,” says
Brigitte Baptiste Ballera, director of the
Alexander von Humboldt Biological
Resources Research Institute, in Bogotá.
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“The map for science has changed.”
But scientists aren’t the only ones racing
back. Gold miners, oil companies, and cattle
ranchers—also excluded by the conﬂict—
are also taking advantage of the spread of
peace. Along with opportunities for study,
researchers see new and unprecedented risks
to biodiversity.
Daly says that he experienced a swirl of
contradictory emotions in April during a
visit to the department of Guaviare, where
he collected leaves, branches, and green
fruit from an as-yet unnamed tree. “To go
to a habitat and ﬁnd [that] the dominant tree
has no name—well, that is pretty intense,”
Daly says. Yet on a ﬂight over the country, he
says, mostly what he saw from the window
was the spread of cattle ranches and African
oil palm plantations.
It comes with the job
In the late 1980s, as rebels gained ground,
foreign researchers began to decamp from
Colombia. But many local scientists found
ways to continue their fieldwork. Marxist
rebels in many cases regarded professors as sympathetic. With the right contacts, some scientists spent months in the
jungle, although the work had its hazards.
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Venturing Back
Into Colombia
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Botanical hunt. Colombian and U.S. ﬁeld researchers trek into the Andean forests of Las Orquídeas
National Park.

Discovery of a New Titi Monkey
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FLORENCIA, COLOMBIA—Javier García was an undergraduate when he made the ﬁnd of a lifetime in 2008—a new primate now listed as Callicebus caquetensis, the red-bearded titi monkey.
Biologists had heard that such a creature might live in this remote hot spot, García’s home province
of Caquetá. But they were reluctant to venture into a place where rebels and paramilitaries battled
over territory and U.S.-ﬁnanced aircraft sprayed herbicide on coca
plants (see main story, p. 450).
Discovering a new species at age 22 launched García as a conservationist. He is working on a master’s degree in primatology at
the National University of Colombia in Bogotá. Meanwhile, he has
been tramping across the ranch-ﬂattened landscape of Caquetá
to complete a census of the cat-sized monkey. But now, he says,
“it’s very painful” to realize that the animal is in trouble as its
habitat shrinks.
Biologist Martin Moynihan was the ﬁrst to suspect the presence of an unidentiﬁed species in 1976, when he saw a titi monkey
lacking the typical white face stripe. Moynihan hypothesized that
it was a new species or subspecies associated with swampy, humid
terrain. Thomas Deﬂer, Colombia’s leading primatologist and
García’s academic adviser, wanted to follow up but says that
“it was impossible” to venture into Caquetá. Then García arrived
at the university. “Javier was willing to go and enjoyed the reputation of his father,” a well-regarded local veterinarian, Deﬂer says.
García took Science on a drive along 40 kilometers of highway
and dirt roads, and ﬁnally a short trek by foot to visit a group of
monkeys. Before setting out, García stocked up on T-shirts emblazoned with the monkey’s face, miniature ﬁeld guides to hand out as
gifts, and a camera preloaded with pictures of animals. All of these
are safety precautions. “When you start talking about monkeys in a
zone with problems of armed conﬂict, people think you are making
it up,” García says.
This part of Caquetá, once Amazonian jungle, has been almost
completely deforested. García found that small groups of the
red-bearded titi survive in forest fragments with as few as 40 to
50 trees. Using satellite images, he and Deﬂer estimated that
in some municipalities of the region less than 2% of the original jungle cover remains. The monkey is now listed as critically
endangered, one of 14 monkeys on an international list of critically endangered primates in the Americas.
Last year, Caquetá’s local government directed Paciﬁc Rubiales Energy, an oil company, to fund a $220,000 ecological study
of the monkey. The project, one of Colombia’s largest conservation efforts directed at a single animal, is being led by Deﬂer,
National University geneticist Marta Bueno, and colleagues. Since
the discovery, García has started a conservation group called Herencia Nacional, “national heritage,” that teaches schoolchildren
In the ﬁeld. Javier García
about
the red-bearded titi. This year, he saved up to buy a truck
in a stand of trees that is
onto which he painted the monkey’s proﬁle.
home to the red-bearded
But he has grand ambitions. He hopes that the Colombian
titi monkey (below), a new
government will mandate reserves, reforestation of river banks,
and endangered species he
described in 2010.
maybe even a carbon-trading plan. Perhaps, he says, his monkey
could be the charismatic species that leads to a “change in the
whole economic model that governs the landscape.”
But García has returned several times to a patch of trees where his monkeys lived, only to ﬁnd it
burned away and the monkeys gone. “What did they do? Did they migrate?” García wonders.
With his T-shirts, guidebooks, and big smile, García is becoming a familiar presence around
Caquetá’s schoolrooms and vestigial forests. “I am really ﬁnding myself” as a conservationist, he
says. “But I don’t know if I will save this monkey.”
–A. R.
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“I knew [the guerrillas] pretty well,” says
Andres Etter, a forest expert at the Javeriana
University in Bogotá. “But starting around
2001 we became targets
for kidnapping, too.”
John Lynch, an American frog specialist at the
National University of
Colombia in Bogotá, was
kidnapped twice, each
time released after a day or
two. Once he was held in a
wooden cage. “It was the
cost of doing fieldwork,”
he says. By the late 1990s,
right-wing paramilitary
groups emerged as a new
threat, along with well-organized cocaine producers.
Tens of thousands of people
were killed, including 10
employees of Colombia’s
national park service while
on duty. The respect for professors ended, says Baptiste, who was threatened by
a paramilitary group. “So
the universities stopped
going in and stopped doing
ﬁeldwork.”
Field stations shut
down, and many top students left for Mexico or
Venezuela. “Science kept
going, but at a very slow,
painful pace,” says Paola
Pedraza, assistant curator
at the New York Botanical
Garden, and a Colombian.
Without adequate funding or expertise, Colombia
lagged, she says, especially
in DNA-based phylogenetics and bioprospecting.
Colombia became a blank spot on modern
maps of species. At the Missouri Botanical Garden, a large U.S. herbarium in St.
Louis, the number of new plants sent in
from Colombia between 2000 and 2009 was
85% lower than in the 1980s, according to
Pedraza, who analyzed submissions.
The information gaps made it more
difficult to evaluate risks from climate
change and identify biodiversity hot
spots that need management. This work
is critical for Colombia because its highaltitude, cool-weather species will have
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Race with development
Biologists realize that the civil conflict
brought a fortuitous—and likely temporary—beneﬁt. Even though there is growing deforestation in Colombia, the war
kept many areas isolated and also led to a
wide regrowth of secondary forests on land
that farmers had abandoned in their retreat
to the cities. This provided moisture for
frogs and habitat for migratory birds. “If
you leave the highway you can see the ﬁelds
growing back,” in many regions, says Etter,
the forest expert.

“To go to a habitat and
ﬁnd [that] the dominant
tree has no name—well,
that is pretty intense.”
—DOUGLAS DALY,
NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN

With researchers at the University of
Puerto Rico, Río Piedras, Ana SánchezCuervo and T. Mitchell Aide, Etter published a
satellite study last year reporting that between
2001 and 2010, while its neighbors lost forest,
Colombia actually gained 17,000 square kilometers of woody vegetation. Although Etter
thinks the evidence points toward the conclusion that war helped nature, he warns that this
isn’t certain. “We don’t know what this coun-
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–ANTONIO REGALADO
Antonio Regalado is a writer in Boston.
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Return to the ﬁeld
Armed groups still hold sway in many parts
of Colombia, including some of the most biologically interesting areas. The lowlands of
Cauca on the Paciﬁc Ocean, for example, are
risky. With 13 meters of rainfall a year, “it’s
one of the wettest places on earth,” Lynch
says. “The number of frogs is astonishing.
… But it’s pure narcotraffickers, and
you’d be a fool to go. So it’s one of the
blank spots on my map.”
Biologists are surging back elsewhere. The payoff in the Sierra
Nevada de Santa Marta on the Caribbean coast, for example, has been
swift. “We have gone from just
dreaming of getting into these
areas to having relatively good
samples,” says J. Van Remsen, an ornithologist at Louisiana State University in Baton
Rouge who maintains the South American
checklist of bird species. Among Remsen’s
ﬁnds, made near Bogotá, was Grallaria kaestneri, a bird last spotted in the 1990s when the
initial, or type, specimen was collected. This
time, Remsen says, “we also got recordings of
vocalizations and a DNA sample.”
Pedraza was among those who decided
the time was right to return in 2010, when she
loaded up mules for an expedition into Las
Orquídeas National Park, all but unvisited by
international researchers since the 1990s. Her
four expeditions since then have been bonanzas, she says, each yielding “four or ﬁve new
species” in the group of tropical blueberry she
specializes in. “This is what you get for going
for a few days.”
Others echo Pedraza’s excitement. “We are
discovering lots of new [bird] species” many
of them not even rare, says Andrés Cuervo, an
ornithologist who works with Remsen at Louisiana State University. With four Colombian
colleagues last year, he described a new type
of wren in the northwest of the country. Like
Pedraza, he complains of red tape, including
“an unbelievable bureaucracy” that is especially meticulous about permits for collecting specimens and sampling DNA, although
two new decrees issued in June are expected
to cut through the paperwork. As a result, he
says, even though Colombia is a bird paradise,
it is lagging behind its neighbors Ecuador and
Venezuela in cataloging its species.

try would have been like without
the violence,” he says. Etter says
that the ﬁnding has been controversial, because people don’t want
to believe that any good came of
the conﬂict.
As ﬁghting ebbs, road builders, miners, and ranchers are racing into many of the same regions
that biologists are exploring. For
instance, Pedraza says that on her
most recent trip, even in the most
inaccessible corners, her team
came across many families mining
gold, part of a wider illegal mining boom in Antioquia, where the
presence of more than 15,000 artisanal mines have given its towns
the highest level of mercury pollution in the world.
The national government is
encouraging development with tax
breaks for palm oil plantations and biofuels.
Foreign investments in Colombia’s petroleum
sector leapt 20-fold in 2011 over the level a
decade ago, to more than $9 billion. Mining
companies looking for coal and gold account
for $4 billion more invested per year.
Colombia has a large network of national
parks and strong, if sporadically enforced,
environmental laws, conservationists say.
“It’s a world leader on paper,” says Andrew
Jarvis, head of policy analysis at the International Center for Tropical Agriculture in
Cali, Colombia. But, he adds, “if you look
at the budget of the national parks system—
it’s quite pathetic.” Colombia’s parks agency
has $30 million to protect 57 parks covering
127,000 square kilometers.
Conservationists have been trying to inject
biodiversity into the debate over Colombia’s
priorities. In March 2012, for instance, Conservation International awarded President
Juan Manuel Santos its “Global Conservation Hero” award. Critics jeered that it was
undeserved, as they claim Santos’s record
isn’t very strong. But the conservation group
said that the president was sending the right
“signals.” A year earlier, the government
responded to severe ﬂoods by citing climate
change and soil erosion as national priorities. Baptiste, the Humboldt director, says
that makes her optimistic. She says, “People
are now talking about biodiversity as part of
national security.”
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Changing environment. A 2012 study
reported on a decade’s changes in
forest cover in and around Colombia.

no escape as temperature rises.
They can only migrate upwards,
until they run out of mountain.
Stuart Pimm, a conservationist at
Duke University, in Durham, North
Carolina, warns that Colombia could be
hit with a record rate of extinctions.

